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ABOUT INSTITUTE: SINHGAD TECHNICAL EDUCATION SOCIETY:

STES always endeavoured to meet the growing needs of higher technical management educations by adopting new technologies, providing resources and by developing positive attitude. The students of Sinhgad institutes always cherish memories of their stay on campus throughout their life. Promotion of intrinsic motivation in management education ensures high standards in performance. We have a great team of practicing professionals, consultants and faculties to encourage student to demonstrate initiative and creativity throughout their studies. This encouragement compounded with their individual efforts & diligence, develop in them the qualities best suited for corporate house. STES motto-Discipline, Dedication, Determination and Commitment are the four core pillars to focus. These govern on each of its action, deeds and practiced among students, employees and administrators of the institute.

About Sinhgad College Of Engineering and Department of Management Studies:

Sinhgad College of Engineering is an institution dedicated to the student aspirations for excellence in technical education. We are happy to state that all our programmes are accredited by NBA (excellent grade). While perusing the academic excellence we take every care of all round personality development leading towards excellent career by paying attention to all students at individual level. The discipline and conducive environment leading to a lively educational scenario are the special attractions of our institution.

The Department of Management Studies was established in the year 2008. With the help of state of art infrastructure and highly qualified dedicated staff the department has grown leaps and bounds. With the goal of giving efficient managers who also are noble and responsible citizens, department concentrates on academic/extra-curricular activities keenly meant for students. Guest lectures, industrial visits learning based on real life case studies helps students in gaining the theoretical as well as practical knowledge.

Institutional highlights:

- “A” grade awarded by Directorate of Technical Education (DTE), Maharashtra State, Mumbai
- Accredited by National Board of Accreditation (NBA), New Delhi
- Selected by MHRD, Government of India for TEQIP-II project implementation
- Membership of Confederation of Indian Industries (CII)

The college is not only dedicated to making quality engineers but also good human beings who can create a niche for themselves in the society.
Three day Workshop on

“Effective Techniques for Research Paper Writing and Publication”

Event Coordinator:
Dr. Ujjwal M Mishra,
Assistant Professor
ummishra.scoe@sinhgad.edu
9822478813

Abstract

The faculty members and Students now-a-days are expanding their knowledge horizons by registering for doctoral course and presenting and publishing their research work at various national and international platforms by the means of research papers. The research papers are selected by a scrupulous screening and reviewing process. The papers are rejected many a times on the grounds of technical mistakes and error. A good research work should be properly analyzed using various tools. It should be protected by means of copyright.

This workshop is aimed for guiding the participants to get proper recognition for their research work.

Objectives of Workshop:

1. To imbibe the importance of research in the participants.
2. To develop approach for professional and quality research paper writing and publishing.
3. To develop appropriate research methodology.
4. To get hands on experience on SPSS.

Project Impact- Expected outcome:

1. Inputs about technical research paper writing and publishing.
2. Clear ideas about scientific research methodology and analysis using SPSS.
3. Awareness about IPR and Quality practices for the research work.